Mexico Orphanage

Founded in 1992, we are a 501 c 3 nonprofit organization
that exists to share the gospel message in word and deed.

Our primary role in world missions is designing and
implementing soccer projects for global ministry


We focus on using the power of the world’s most popular sport, soccer, to form
strategic partnerships that will have a positive life changing effect on those we
visit.



With over sixty years of mission’s experience, the leaders of Surge International
seek out like minded partners and review requests from like-minded organizations
in the USA and across the globe.



The projects are designed to be multi-faceted and long term

Austria Bible Studies

Currently we have associates in Oregon, Georgia and Vienna; partners in ten countries, a
co-operative network of sports ministers in 130 countries and an international network of
partner evangelists through our membership in the Luis Palau Next Generation Alliance.


Out of the Box Thinkers
We are not a “cookie cutter” ministry with a standard formula that fits in a box.
We are soccer and mission specialists who analyze a need and/or a request then
design a strategy to meet that need.



Social Media, Website, Mascot
We are developing our internet ministry as part of a long term strategy to reach
people all over the world with the good news of Jesus Christ: website, Facebook,
YouTube and LinkedIn. And our loveable mascot Sammy Surge is helping to reach
the young and young at heart.



Who Can Participate With Us?
Anyone can participate that has a heart for ministry – soccer coaches and players
are needed, but others who want to get involved in other aspects of missions can
join as well.

Kosovo Street Soccer

Invite us to share our testimonies; and how God is working in the World!
Sammy Surge Helps!









Amazon Festival

Learn how we helped Uganda overcome the effects of civil war
How we were part of the peace process in Sudan
Used a soccer team to smuggle Bibles into communist countries
Brought out a crowd of 20,000 to hear the gospel in South America
Planted an undercover soccer missionary in Egypt
Helped two Oregon churches start soccer camps that are reaching over 500
children in their neighborhoods each year
How public schools and a church brought Sammy Surge to New Jersey to
conduct six school assemblies for 3,000 children in one day, a soccer clinic for
162 children and a youth outreach at the church that night
www.surgesoccer.org

Surge International

dirby@surgesoccer.org

